






















1. Identifying textile work areas in Minoan 
contexts: some problems

IDENTIFYING textile work areas is not an easy task,
particularly since material evidence of each phase

and activity of fibre processing should be taken into
account. In recent years, many scholars have suggest-
ed general solutions, outlining an array of indicators a
variety of suitable interpretative grids.1 The aim of this
paper is to sketch a preliminary picture of the relevant
characteristics of Minoan textile work areas as well as
the main attested archaeological indicators of textile
production. Moreover, the available evidence will lead
us to some insights on the scale and organization of
this production. 

When examining Minoan work areas, we should
bear in mind that most of the contexts are multi-pur-
pose, dedicated to various domestic activities and/or
the processing of food-stuffs. (MILITELLO 2000: 314).
A large part of the archaeological assemblage is, con-
sequently, multi-purpose, potentially used in many
productive cycles: querns, pounder-grinders, mortars,
pestles, cooking pots and simple basins, not to men-
tion installations such as work-benches or paved
floors. There are, in addition, more specialized pieces
of equipment, items like spindle-whorls and loom-

weights for textile making, or shallow and spouted
press-beds for olive pressing. The coexistence of indi-
cators of various activities in the same area occurs on
a regular basis, thus suggesting a genuine mixed use
of space in antiquity. In this context, the documented
textile activities are only one of the productive
processes carried out in the work areas under consid-
eration.

2. Textile industry indicators. Initial review and
typological assessment

Each step of textile production has its own indica-
tors, but not every step is equally documented in the
Minoan archaeological record. The present work aims
not only to review the available evidence, but also to
propose a preliminary typological classification and a
tentative comparison between various scales of pro-
duction.2

The sample used for this analysis is quite small
and dates, for the most part, to the Neopalatial period.
Many others sites could have probably been included,
but, being an introductory attempt at analysing such
indicators, the corpus of sites was necessarily limited.
(Fig. 1).3

* I present here some results and insights of the work I have conducted for my Ph.D. thesis on textile fibre processing in Bronze Age Crete.
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1 BARBER 1991; MONAGHAN 2000; for Roman times, see also USCATESCU 1994, pp. 164f, tab. 1-2. See also EVELY 1988 and TOURNAVITOU 1988.
2 Therefore, the evidence will be simply outlined with its main characteristics. For a detailed review, see EVELY 1993-2000, 485-511, fig.

200-204. See also CARINGTON SMITH 1975; TZACHILI 1997; MILITELLO 2001.
3 At the present, the Minoan sites or contexts I have thoroughly examined are: Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (EMII); Malia Palace, Room

XXVIII (MMIII?); Knossos Palace, Vat Room (LMI); Archanes-Phourni, Building 4 (LMIA); Vathypetro (LMIB); Gournia, «Palace» (LMI);
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2) a - Harvesting the fibres.
Wool fibres were most probably harvested by

hand-plucking, therefore no tools or other material
remains appear in the archaeological evidence. In
some cases, an indirect indication of harvesting is pro-
vided in the mortality patterns recorded in the faunal
record. The interpretation of such evidence, however,
is often problematic and few faunal studies are fully
published.4

If we admit the use of shearing in such an early
period, then we should perhaps take into account a
long knife from the Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos.5

2) b – Combing.
As far as combing is concerned, the evidence is

almost nonexistent. No certain attestation of appropri-
ate combs is documented, and we can not exclude the
possibility that the operation was accomplished by
hand, without the assistance of tool of any sort. 

2) c - Dyeing and mordanting.
Theoretically, dyeing and mordanting operations

are primarily documented by chemical traces of dye-
components or mordants in the vats. Some indirect
assumptions, however, can also be inferred by the
presence of vats, jars or cooking pots, hearths and
stone tools.

Unfortunately, chemical analyses are extremely
rare in the available literature. The presence of colour-
ing substances is occasionally mentioned, but general-
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Mochlos, Artisans’ Quarter and Chalinomouri (LMIB); Petras, House II (LMIB); Palaikastro, Building 6-EN87 (MMIIIB-LMIA) and Building
4 (LMIIIA2-B); Kato Zakro, town and Palace (MMIII-LMIB); Epano Zakro (LMIA-B); Tourtouli-Prophitis Ilias (LMIA); Chalara/Phaistos,
LMIB House; Kommos, various houses of the town (MMIB-LMIIIA2/B); Knossos Unexplored Mansion (LMII); Kastelli Chanià, House I
(LMI) and Room O (LMIIIB2/C). Some other contexts were only partially considered: Knossos Palace, Loomweights Basement (MMII); Malia,
Quartier Mu (MMII), Maison Zb and Maison Zg (MMIII-LMI); Haghia Triada, «Royal Villa» (LMI), Complesso della Mazza di Breccia
(LMIB) and Casa delle Sfere Fittili (LMI); Knossos, houses on the Acropolis (LMIA) and of the Stratigraphical Museum Excavations (LMIB);
Pseira, Building BS/BV (LMIB); Palaikastro, Block E (LMI-II); Karphi (LMIIIC late). I include here only some of the published vat-and-jar
systems: Archanes-Phourni, Building 4; Choiromandres; Kato Zakro, House A and House E (Hogarth’s excavations), House A, House B, House
D and House Z (Platon’s excavations); Palaikastro, EN.87, B.37 and perhaps N.14; Tourtouli-Prophitis Ilias, E sector; Vathypetro, Room 40. For
a more complete list, see KOPAKA - PLATON 1993; PALMER 1994, 18-19.

4 In most cases, mortality patterns do not show any significant clusters. See, for example, Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (EMII; WARREN 1972,
318-320) and Mochlos (LMIB; Mochlos IC, 118-121); at Haghia Triada, on the other hand, animals were generally killed in an adult age, and
hypothetically were therefore exploited mainly for wool (mainly LMI; WILKENS 1996).

5 Mochlos IC, 50, fig. 20, pl. 15, IC.277.

Fig. 1. BA Crete: first sample of sites with textile evidence.
1) Chania; 2) Knossos; 3) Archans; 4) Vathypetro; 5) Malia; 6) Karphi; 7) Gournia; 8) Pseira; 9) Mochlos; 10) Petras; 
11) Tourtouli; 12) Palaikastro; 13) Epano Zakros; 14) Kato Zakros; 15) Myrtos; 16) Kato Syme; 17) Phaestos; 18) Haghia
Triada; 19) Kommos.
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ly without any further specifications. In some con-
texts, the association of such substances with basins
and loomweights can suggest dyeing operations, but
can not prove them. Either hematite or red ochre is
attested in Rooms 72-81 at Myrtos Phournou Koryphi
(EMIIB). The presence of unspecified colouring sub-
stance in the fill is recorded in Building 4 at Archanes
Phourni (LMI). A lamp with bright red powder and a
similarly stained pestle were found in the Knossos
Unexplored Mansion (LMII) and, perhaps, had been
used for colour preparation.6

The presence of probable mordanting substances
is even more doubtful. In Rooms 16-17 at Myrtos
Phournou Koryphi, a pithos containing a fine, white
earth was found: was this some kind of creta fulloni-
ca? Traces of phosphates are documented at Kommos,
in Room 11 of the House of the Snake Tube (LMII-
IIIB), in the soil close to a liquid discharging feature.7

2) d – Washing the fibres or fulling the cloth.
Fortunately, more data are available on washing

operations, probably for washing fibres or fulling
cloths as well as simple washing. The relevant indica-
tors in this case are: traces of lanoline and the pres-
ence of tools and installations for liquid processing
and discharging facilities.

2) d.1 – Traces of animal fat.
Traces of animal fats have been found in a basin in

Room 59 at Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (EMIIB). The
identification as lanoline is tempting but in no way
certain (WARREN 1972: 53f, 330).

2) d.2 – Tools and installations for liquid processing.
Among the typical Minoan domestic assemblage,

washing tools and basic washing facilities are quite
common and occur in small numbers in each house-
hold. 

2) d.2.i – Basins.
Clay basins (lekavnai, lhnoiv, tubs, basins, vats)

and stone basins (gouvrneı) are the most common
washing tools. It is beyond the scope of this analysis
to construct a formal typology here, but it will prove
instructive to pay attention to the presence or absence
of a pouring device. Spouted basins are to some extent

more specialized than the simple non spouted ver-
sions, even if the shape itself is essentially multi-pur-
pose. 

2) d.2.ii – Containing/processing facilities.
Many kinds of vats and sinks are suitable for

washing and liquid processing. At present, we can dis-
tinguish: 

– Built stone vat/basin and drain: probably used
mainly for washing (e.g. Room 29 of the «Palace» at
Gournia, LMI)

– Vat-and–jar system (lhnovı/collecteur): quite
widespread in «villas» and large urban houses – these
were probably used mainly for wine-making, but other
concurrent uses can not be ruled out (e.g. Room 40 at
Vathypetro, LMIB)

– Vats in external open areas: for multiple use (e.g.
the external court at Chalara/Phaistos, LMIB and
Court 1 at Vathypetro, LMIB).8

2) d.2.iii – Fixed structures.
It is important to note, when looking at fixed fea-

tures suitable for washing, that work surfaces, floors
and benches are often paved or plastered and drainage
systems are widely attested in Minoan households.

2) d.2.iv – Discharging facilities.9

Waste water discharging facilities are also very
important. They can point to large-scale washing oper-
ations and, perhaps, fibres processing. After an initial
review, we can isolate the following types:

– Slab with drain (e.g. Oblique House, House with
the Snake Tube and House X at Kommos, from LMIB
to LMIIIA2/B).

– Shallow spouted clay basin and drain (e.g.
Building 4 at Palaikastro, LMIII).10

– Shallow stone basin and drain (e.g. Room 40 at
Vathypetyro, LMIB).11

2) e – Stone tools.
Various stone tools can be used to prepare dyeing

substances, mordants and developers. Unfortunately,
most previous publications are not very detailed.
Recently, the situation has been made better with the
examination of the evidence from the Unexplored
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6 WARREN 1972, pp. 63-5, 75 (Myrtos Phournou Koryphi); DELIYIANNI 1995, pp. 191-2; Archanes 1997, p. 225 (Archanes); MUM, 43
(Knossos Unexplored Mansion).

7 WARREN 1972, pp. 30-33 (Myrtos Phournou Koryphi); Kommos I.2, p. 205 (Kommos repeated?).
8 SOLES 1991, pp. 63-4 (Gournia); Archanes 1991, p. 17, fig. 7 (Vathypetro, Room 40); PALIO 2001, p. 281, fig. 33 (Chalara); KOPAKA-

PLATON 1993, 41, fig. 5 (Vathypetro, Court 1).
9 These installations can be related to the so-called «toilets» or «lavatories», where the main feature is a drain opening in an impermea-

ble floor, but where any stone or clay collecting facility seems lacking. The evidence has recently been reviewed by Isabelle Bradfer-Burdet
(BRADFER-BURDET 2006): though their definition is somwhat problematic, these «toilets» are probably multi-purpose installations.

10 See also the flat drain plates from the LMIB Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos (Mochlos IC, 19, IC.15 and IC.18).
11 Kommos I.2, pp. 59-69, 202-206, pls. 2.94, 2.95, 3.128 and 5.13; SHAW 1993 (Kommos); MACGILLIVRAY et AL. 1989, pp. 429-432, fig.

10 (Palaikastro) ; Archanes 1991, 17, fig. 7 (Vathypetro).



Mansion of Knossos (Doniert Evely), Kommos
(Harriet Blitzer), and the «Artisans’ Quarter» of
Mochlos (Tristan Carter).12

2) f – Spinning.
The archaeological indicators for spinning activi-

ties are spindles, spindle-whorls and spinning bowls.

2) f.1 – Spindles.
With the likely exception of a fragmentary ivory

rod from a tomb at Phaistos, there do not seem to be
any certain attestations of spindles.13

2) f.2 – Spindle-whorls.
As is well known, spindle-whorls in Minoan Crete

are chiefly attested during the Early Bronze Age and
LMIIIC. In the present sample, which includes, for the
most part, Neopalatial sites, they are quite rare and
occur only at Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (EMIIB), in
Houses Zb and Zg at Malia (MMIII-LMI), at Gournia
(MMIII-LMI), in House Delta at Kato Zakros (LMI?
LMIIIA2/B?), in post-LMII levels of the Knossos
Unexplored Mansion and in Room O at Chania (LM

IIIB2/C and IIIC).14 One of the most important clus-
ters of the Post-palatial period comes from Karphi
(LMIIIC late).15 However, the so-called «conuli» have
been claimed to be suitable spindle-whorls as well.16

2) f.3 – Spinning bowls.
Spinning bowls too are sparsely documented. One

of the earliest examples is from Myrtos Phournou
Koryphi (EMIIB), with later examples appearing at
Myrtos-Pyrgos (MMII-III), the Acropolis houses at
Knossos (LMIA) and the Complesso della Mazza di
Breccia at Haghia Triada (LMIB). Five small spinning
bowls and a spinning pot were found in the Artisans’
Quarter at Mochlos (LMIB). Other items are known
from the tombs of the Mesara and from Archanes, but
none are from definite productive contexts.17

2) g - Weaving:
The main indicators for weaving activities recov-

ered in Minoan contexts are quite obviously
loomweights.18 It should be noted here, though, that a
distinctive kind of object from the «Artisans’ Quarter»
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12 MUM, 223-260; Kommos I.1, 403-535; Mochlos IC, 61-107.
13 EVELY 1993-2000, p. 496; SAVIGNONI 1904, p. 584, No. 1, fig. 33. The rod is broken at one end and measures 22 cm of length. It con-

tains another rod of bronze. On «prestige» distaffs and spindles from the Aegean, Near East and Italy, see BORGNA 2003. For other kinds of
tools, such as spindle-hooks or spindle stands, the evidence is uncertain (EVELY 1993-2000, p. 496).

14 General remarks in EVELY 1993-2000, p. 496. WARREN 1972, pp. 52-6, 63-5, 75, 215, 246-7, pl. 77, fig. 99-100 (Myrtos Phournou
Koryphi); DESHAYES - DESSENNE 1959, p. 73, No. 3 (Malia); BOYD HAWES 1908, p. 32, pl. III, C.7 (Gournia); PLATON 1963, p. 165 (Kato Zakros);
MUM, pl. 231, No. 13, and 232, bottom (Knossos); GSE II, 81-87 (Chania).

15 At Karphi, more than 90 spindle-whorls have been recorded: cylindrical exemplars tend to be in clay, conical in stone (Karphi, p. 129-
131).

16 ANDERSSON - NOSCH 2003, pp. 202-203; contra EVELY 1993-2000, p. 496.
17 General remarks in BARBER 1991, pp. 73-77. WARREN 1972, p. 207, fig. 91 and pl. 68 B, P701 (Myrtos Phournou Koryphi); CADOGAN

1977-78, p. 74 (Myrtos-Pyrgos); KN Acropolis, p. 49, fig. 35, V.233 (Knossos); MILITELLO 2000, p. 318 (Haghia Triada); Mochlos IA, p. 94
(Mochlos); XANTHOUDIDES 1924, p. 78, pl. XLII, No. 5033 (Drakones tholoi, Mesara, MMI?); LEMBESI 1970, p. 269, pl. 378d (Epano Archanes,
MMIIIA). Two probable spindle-whorls are mentioned from Building BS/BV at Pseira (Pseira III, pp. 205-029, LMIB).

18 The evidence for shuttles is dubious (BARBER 1991, p. 107).

Fig. 2. “Warp-stand” from Room 2 of Building B of the
Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos (LMIB). (Mochlos IA, pl. 21 B
reproduced with the permission of J. Soler).

Fig. 3. Warping in Building B of the Artisans’ Quarter at
Mochlos (LMIB). Possible reconstruction (Mochlos IA, fig.
39, reproduced with the permission of J. Soler).



at Mochlos, interpreted by the excavators as a «warp-
stands», has recently been published and possibly adds
to our body of evidence for weaving.

2) g.1 – «Warp-stands» (Fig. 2-3).
Numerous fragments of this unusual object were

found in Building B of the Artisans’ Quarter at
Mochlos (LMIB), with one complete example coming
from the floor of Room 2 as well. In the same room,
the excavators also found loomweights, basins,
querns, pounders and cooking pots. The «warp-stand»
is a clay, bun-shaped object, slightly elongated and not
heavily fired. The surface is smooth, while the bottom
is flat and rough. It measures 37 by 43 cm and has four
holes along the perimeter, to fix the object onto the
floor, and two larger holes on the top, to hold the rods
for warping. Obviously, the identification as a «warp-
stand» is hypothetical.19

2) g. 2 – Loom-weights (Fig. 4-6).
Loom-weights are common in Minoan contexts,

being found, as Doniert Evely states, «… almost any-
where at any period. […] their broad distribution
argues that textile-production was part of near-enough
every household’s daily economy throughout the
Bronze Age. The scale and organization of this cannot,
however, be so readily assessed».20 In most cases,
loomweights are found in the upper part of the fill of
collapsed structures, most likely suggesting that weav-
ing activities or, at least, loom-weight storage, took
place on the upper floor of Minoan houses.21

As is well-known, the most popular shapes of Mi-
noan loom-weights are: discoid (disc-shaped, lentoid),
spherical, cubic/parallelepiped and cylindrical. During
Neopalatial times, the range of shapes becomes wider
and includes pyramidal and conical items. These
shapes occur in every context, in different proportions
according to site and chronological period, but more
work is needed to understand these chronological and
geographical variations. Typical mixed assemblages
are those of Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (EMII),
Kommos (LMI-III) and Malia (MMIII/LMI) (Fig.
4).22 It is worth noting that, in Kommos, the major
concentrations of loomweights dating to LMI-II and
LMII-IIIA1 were found in the House with the Snake
Tube and in House X respectively, thus apparently

connected with structures having a slab-and-drain dis-
charging device.23

2) g. 2.i – Discoid loom-weights.
Discoid weights are so widely attested that they

have been considered a «token» of Minoan civiliza-
tion, especially considering their diffusion outside
Crete in the islands and centres of the Anatolian
coast.24 Their shape varies from round to oval/piri-
form. Recently, for the Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos,
a further subdivision was proposed: elliptical, round-
ed and disc-shaped. In this way, shape and mass vari-
ations seem to match better. Some weights are
grooved on the top, while others, even from within the
same set, are not. The meaning and function of such a
feature has been variously discussed, but no satisfac-
tory answer has yet been provided.25
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19 Mochlos IA, p. 65f, IC.60, fig. 39 and pl. 21B.
20 EVELY 1993-2000, p. 494. Nevertheless, some remarks on problems of scale and organization will be presented below. See Ibidem, pp.

498-504. See also BARBER 1991, pp. 92-113 and 387-390; MILITELLO 2000, pp. 316-318, and n. 46.
21 As it has been clarified by the findings from the West House of Akrotiri, Thera (LCI) (TZACHILI 1990).
22 WARREN 1972, pp. 212, 220-2, fig. 96, pls. 73-4, (Myrtos Phournou Koryphi); Kommos I.2, pls. 3.125 and 4.5; Kommos I.1, p. 469, pp.

546-550 (Kommos); DEASHAYES - DESSENNE 1959, p. 73, No. 2, pl. XXII, 2-3 (Malia, Maison Zb and Maison Zg).
23 Kommos I.2, Tab. 4.1, pp. 249-262.
24 Especially Akrotiri, Troy and Miletus. See TZACHILI 1990; NIEMEIER 1998-99 and 2005; GUZOWSKA – BECKS 2005.
25 BARBER 1991, 105; Pseira III, 103; EVELY 1993-2000, 502. According to EVELY 1993-2000, 498, their masses range from 100 to 200 g.

Fig. 4. Mixed loomweights from Kommos (LMI-III)
(Kommos I.2, pl. 4.5, reproduced with the permission of J.
Shaw and M. Shaw).



2) g. 2.ii – Spherical loom-weights (Fig. 5).
Spherical weights are quite common and wide-

spread too. Their floruit is during the LM period, when
their shape varies from truly globular, to ovoids,
depressed spheres and on to piriform. They can be

simple or grooved. They are particularly present in
Central Crete, at Knossos, Archanes, Vathypetro,
Phaestos and Ayia Triada, but also appear in Chania,
Malia, Palaikastro and Kato Syme. Interestingly, they
seem to comprise most of the major concentration of
loomweights attested in Minoan Crete.26

2) g. 2.iii – Cubes and Spools (Fig. 5).
Cubes are often very neatly prepared and weigh

between 70 and 250 g. They seem to be more common
in Eastern Crete.27

Spool (or reel) weights are also attested, often
unbaked or only lightly baked, particularly during the
Pre- and Post-palatial periods, when they «re-emerge in
a different guise […] as part of a wider Aegean mani-
festation» (EVELY 1993-2000: 502). They are docu-
mented, for example, in the EB I-II necropolis of Ayia
Photia and then at Knossos (several spots, LMIIIB-C),
Palaikastro (LMIIIC) and Karphi (LMIIIC late).28

2) g. 2.iv – Mass differentiation.
In spite of numerous attempts to interpret mass

variations among loomweights, and although some
subdivisions among single sets have been detected, a
general rule is not easy to define. According to the
analyses available for major groups of loomweights,
most of them range from ca. 60/70 g to ca. 300/310 g,
clustering between ca 200 and 300-g. There are some
weights, on the other hand, that concentrate between
300 and 500-g. There is even a heavier range, from
500 up to 700-g. This broad and simple division, how-
ever, can not fully express the real picture of mass
articulation.29
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In Building BS/BV at Pseira (or Plateia Building), almost all the thirty-nine weights are discoid (Pseira III, 99-110, with an articulated typo-
logy; LMIB). Among the weights from the Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos, the elliptical exemplars are more numerous and heavier, followed by
rounded and then by discoid loomweights (Mochlos IC, 28-33, fig. 10-12, pls. 6-7).

26 According to EVELY 1993-2000, p. 498, their masses range from 100 to 700 g. For various contexts at Knossos, see: PM I, pp. 248-270
(Knossos, Loom-weights Basement, MMII); KN Acropolis, Deposit F, pp. 13-17, pp. 44-51, pp. 61-65, fig. 12, and fig. 44 (Knossos, Acropolis,
LMIA); WARREN 1980-81, pp. 85-6, fig. 42, Nos. 4-5 (Knossos, Stratigraphical Museum Excavations, LMIB); MUM, pp. 247-9, pls. 36, b-e,
223, a,e, 231, Nos. 1-10 (Knossos, Unexplord Mansion, mainly LMII). For the other sites, see: LEVI-CARINCI 1988, 288 (Phaestos, MM);
POURSAT 1996, p. 111 (Malia, Quartier Mu, MMII); LEMBESI 1983, pp. 365-6, pl. 247 b, g, (Kato Syme, MMIII-LMI); Archanes 1991, p. 87,
fig. 62 (Archanes Phourni, Building 4, LMIA); MARINATOS 1952, p. 597, fig. 7 (Vathypetro, LMIB); HALBHERR et alii 1977, pp. 265-269, fig.
179 (Haghia Triada, Casa delle Sfere Fittili, LM); MILITELLO 2000, p. 329, fig. 5-6 (Haghia Triada, Complesso della Mazza di Breccia, LMIB);
HALLAGER - TZEDAKIS 1978; HALLAGER - TZEDAKIS 1984, p. 5, fig. 2,3 (Chania, Kastelli, House I, LMIB); DEASHAYES - DESSENNE 1959, fig. 2-
3 (Malia, Maison Zb and Maison Zg, MMIII-LMI); PK III, 207 (Palaikastro, Block E: two large hoards, one of spherical weights, the other of
cubic weights; LMI-II). They are also attested during EMII at Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (see note 25) and Vasiliki (Ergon 1980, p. 45, fig. 100,
where they are recorded in «large number»).

27 EVELY 1993-2000, p. 498. Cubes are attested at Vasiliki (EM), Chamaizi (MMI), Palaikastro (MM-LM) and Kato Zakro (MM-LMI).
See note 27 (Palaikastro).

28 DAVARAS 1971, p. 396, fig. 2 (Ayia Photia, EMI-II) ; MUM, pl. 231, Nos. 14-15 (Knossos, post-LMII levels); WARREN 1982-83, p. 85,
fig. 58 (Knossos, Stratigraphical Museum Excavations, LMIIIC); PK VI, 305 (Palaikastro, LMIIIC); Karphi, 131, No. 695 (Karphi, LMIIIC
late). However, «The identification is not above suspicion» (EVELY 1993-2000, p. 498).

29 Among the loom-weights from the Acropolis of Knossos (LMIA), it is possible to separate a major group at 170-220 g, from two other
groups at pp. 130-150 and 280-310 g. (EVELY 1993-2000, p. 502; but differently WARREN 1980-81, pp. 85-6). Most of the exemplars from the
Stratigraphical Museum Excavations of Knossos (LMIB) range between 100 and 280 g. (EVELY 1993-2000, p. 502). In the Complesso della
Mazza di Breccia at Haghia Triada (LMIB), a group of loom-weights clusters at 200-300 g, while the others weigh more than 500 g (MILITELLO

2000, 317). The loom-weights from the Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos (LMIB) have been separated in elliptical, at 150-270 g, rounded, at 80-
160 g, and discoid, at 60-70 g. (Mochlos IC, 28-33). For the set from Room N of the Knossos Unexplored Mansion, the rough distribution by
weight gives sets at 200-250 g, 350-450 g and up to 700 g. (EVELY 1993-2000, p. 502).

Fig. 5. Spherical loomweights (LMII levels) and spools
(post-LMII levels) from the Unexplored Mansion at
Knossos (MUM, pl. 231, reproduced with the permission of
the British School of Athens).



2) g. 2.v – Loom-weights major concentrations (Fig. 6).
It is worth noting that, despite the high frequen-

cy of loomweights in domestic assemblages, major
concentrations (i.e. large quantities of loomweights
being found together) are quite rare: more than four
hundred come from the Loom-Weight Basement of
the Knossos Palace (MMIIB); eighty from the upper
floor of the «Royal Villa» at Haghia Triada (LMI);
sixty-three from the Artisans’ Quarter of Mochlos
(LMIB); fifty-two from the Knossos Acropolis hous-
es (Room 1 and neighbouring areas; LMIA); seven-
ty-nine from the North House of the Stratigraphical
Museum Excavations at Knossos (LMIB); forty-six
from Building 4 at Archanes Phourni (LMI), forty-
nine from Building B of the «Artisans’ Quarter» at
Mochlos (LMIB); forty-two from House I at Kastelli
Chania (LMI); thirty-nine from Building BS/BV at
Pseira (LMIB); «dozens» from Vathypetro (LMIB);
more than seventy from Block E at Palaikastro (E 36-
43, LMI-II), and more than a hundred from the
Knossos Unexplored Mansion (LMII).30 In most
cases, in excavation reports the exact number is lack-
ing, and it is simply said that «many» loomweights
were found. It is also important to point out that the
great majority of these concentrations are composed
of spherical loomweights. 

3. Identifying Minoan textile work areas: building
an interpretative grid

As has been noted, the identification of textile
work areas depends on a series of indicators and, as
Doniert Evely states, «Combination improve the
chances».31 Therefore, after reviewing the most com-
mon indicators occurring in the Minoan archaeolog-
ical record, we should try to build an interpretative
grid with them. Two different parameters must be
considered: the functional specialization on one
hand, and the quantity of the attestations, on the
other. In this way, the grid will express both the spe-
cialization and the intensity and scale of the working
activities. 

3) a – Functional specialization.
First of all, for each context, the presence of the fol-
lowing indicators of functional specialization has to be
verified:32

1) dye-stuffs;
2) mordants or other chemical substances;
3) «serial - particular» installations for liquid pro-

cessing (rows of vats);
4) other particular installations for liquid process-

ing (slab and drain, stone build vat and drain);
5) domestic equipment for large-scale liquid pro-

cessing (vat-and jar system);
6) domestic equipment for medium- and small-

scale liquid processing (vats, basins, drains, paved or
plastered areas);

7) detail of the basins (real vats with bottom
spout, spouted basins, simple basins, stone basins);

8) typical domestic assemblage (cooking and
storage vessels, stone tools, hearths, etc.);

9) proper textile tools (spindles, spinning bowls,
spindle-whorls, loom-weights);

10) other.

3)b – Quantity, intensity and scale.
We should also verify some quantitative parame-

ters, such as:
a) complexity and surface of the considered

buildings;
b) number of the productive areas;
c) amount of the particular or large-scale equip-

ment for liquid processing;
d) amount of the domestic small- or medium-

scale equipment for liquid processing;
e) number of the textile tools.
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30 See note 26 (Pseira). For Haghia Triada, see WATROUS 1984, p. 126 and n. 27.
31 EVELY 1993-2000, pp. 550-1. See also ALBERTI 2007 a and note 1.
32 «[…] uno strumento specializzato è uno strumento prodotto e utilizzato con un’unica funzione tecnologica […]» (VIDALE 1992, 

p. 30).

Fig. 6. Loomweight hoard in Room N of the Unexplored
Mansion at Knossos (LMII) (MUM, pl. 36 e, reproduced
with the permission of the British School of Athens).



4. The groups of sites: specialization and scale

4) a – The groups of sites (Tab. 1).
According to various combinations of indicators, the

sites of the sample can be separated into six different
groups (I-VI). The six groups can be outlined as follows: 

Group I – These contexts have traces of colouring
substances, equipment for large- and medium-scale liq-
uid processing, often in large number, and abundant
domestic and textile tools. The number of loomweights
suggests the use of at least two looms at the same time.
Generally, buildings are quite large, often more than
200-m2. The combination of dye-stuffs, liquid pro-
cessing facilities and textile tools points to dyeing and
weaving activities, though not exclusively. Building B
in the Mochlos Artisans’ Quarter stands out for the
quantity of basins, gouvrneς and domestic and produc-
tive equipment found within.33

Group II – In the second group are included those
sites with chemical traces of detergents or probable

residues of wool washing (animal fat), equipment for
large- and medium-scale liquid processing, often in
large number, and abundant domestic and textile tools.
In these sites, the washing of fibres or clothes can be
suggested, but, as has been mentioned above, the evi-
dence is far from clear.34

Group III – In the third group are included work
areas with unusual installations consisting of a row of
plastered or stone shallow vats that are related to out-
let systems, but otherwise bear no trace of dye-stuffs
or other substances. Lacking other contextual data, the
ultimate function of these installations is far from cer-
tain, but they have probably had an industrial occupa-
tion. It can be suggested that such shallow vats were
meant to hold jars or amphorae containing liquids,
such as wine or oil, or even dye-baths or detergent
solutions.35

Group IV – A large number of sites and contexts
fall into the fourth group. These have some particu-
lar installations (slab with drain) and/or large- and
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33 In the first group are included: Rooms 72-4 and 81 at Myrtos Phournou Koryphi (EMII), Building 4 at Archanes Phourni (LMIA), the
Artisans’ Quarter at Mochlos (LMIB) and the Unexplored Mansion at Knossos (LMII).

34 In group II are included: Rooms 8-10 and 16-17, with probable creta fullonica, and Rooms 58-60, with traces of animal fat in a basin,
at Myrtos Phournou Koriphì (EMII), and the House of the Snake Tube at Kommos (with two phases, LMII and LMIII, with phosphates near a
slab and drain device).

35 In group III are included: Rooms XVII-XX of the West Wing of the Kato Zakro Palace (LMI), House I/J of the Hogarth’s excavations
at Kato Zakro (MMIII-LMI), the Vat Room of the Knossos Palace (LMI) and perhaps Room XXVIII.1 of the Malia Palace (MMIII?). The struc-
tures are discussed in Platon 1971, p. 103 and in Platon 1993, p. 117. «Whilst thus unconvinced, the author cannot offer any alternative expla-
nation – unless the unit is some sort of a public toilet and washing facilitiy?» (EVELY 1993-2000; 496). On the Knossos Vat Room, see KN CPS,
230-1, n. 211 and 213.

Groups of sites

Indicators I II III IV V VI

1 Dyeing x

2 Washing, mordents x

3 “Serial” installations x

4 Particolar installations x x

5 Large scale
liquid processing equipment

x x x x x

6 Medium and small scale
liquid processing equipment

x x x xx x

7 Number basins/gournes various various various
(1-10) (1-3) (1-3)

3 + <3

8 Domestic tools xx xx x xx x x

9 Textile tools xx xx x xx x x

10 Other x x xx x x x

11 Surface (mq) various <200 300 + 200-400 100-300 <200

Tab. 1. Groups of sites and archaeological indicators.



medium-scale equipment for liquid processing (espe-
cially vat-and-jar system), and many textile tools
(loomweights for two looms). Generally, at least three
basins, vats or gouvrnes are attested in each context.
There are not traces of dye-stuffs or other substances.
The structures are mainly large urban houses or
important «villas», with a surface between 200 and
400-m2, and must have been intended as large multi-
purpose productive units dedicated, among other
activities, to the processing of textile fibres and textile
making.36 In the Vathypetro and Epano Zakros «villas»
(both dated to LMI), the vat-and-jar system has been
improved and connected to outlet facilities.37 At
Kommos, the Oblique House (LMIB – LMIIIA2) and
House X (LMII-IIIA1) both have a similar liquid-pro-
cessing device consisting of a stone slab connected to
an outlet drain. Petras House II (LMIB) contains a
very large number of basins and gournes, but data are
provisional.

Group V – In the fifth group have been included
those sites with less specialized and less numerous
equipment for processing liquids and textile fibres.
Neither dye-stuffs, detergent, nor «serial» or particu-
lar installations are attested; basins or gouvrneς are few,
generally less than three, and the number of
loomweights would not serve more than one loom.
Dimensions range from 100 to 200-m2. In general, the
sites of this group are typical domestic contexts, rep-
resenting the basic production unit (oi\koı; house-
hold). Textile activities, among many others, were
probably carried out on a medium- or small-scale.
Many medium- and small-sized urban houses at
Malia, Haghia Triada, Palaikastro and Kato Zakros
belong to this group, along with some farmsteads and
isolated groups of building, but the list can be
enlarged.38

Group VI – Most strictly domestic contexts have
been included in the sixth group. These completely
lack liquid-processing equipment but they have textile
tools and indicators of some other productive activi-
ties on a small-scale. They are quite common in the
archaeological record.

4) b – Specialization, scale and work organization.
As far as textile activities are concerned, the

more interesting groups are Ist, IInd, IVth and Vth. In
these contexts, fibre-processing and textile-making

were carried out on a large- or medium-scale amidst
other domestic or food-production activities. Groups
I and II differ from the others in the presence of
indicators of probable dyeing and mordanting
processes, while groups IV and V represent multi-
functional contexts with textile activities. Group IV,
in particular, includes large productive units, with a
scale of production exceeding that of the household
level and involving many people at work. In some
cases, such as Vathypetro (LMIB) or Epano Zakros
(LMI), multiple and improved installations point to
a transformation of the work organization towards
some sort of team work, probably under administra-
tive control.

As far as weaving evidence is concerned, none of
the work areas identified in Neopalatial times seem to
involve the presence of more than one or two looms:
the production therefore would not have been concen-
trated but rather dispersed in the territory (BURKE

1997). A different situation seem to be documented at
Knossos in the Proto- and Post-palatial periods by the
large number of loomweights concentrated in the
Loomweights Basement of the Palace (MMII) and in
the Unexplored Mansion (LMII). 

This is not a definitive picture - many others sites
still need to be examined and more work has to be
done on typology and analysis. Nonetheless, this
paper outlines the many levels of interpretation that
the Minoan textile evidence can offer.
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